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I have a Nokia 5.3 and only some of my text messages appear to be sending. Even though they say Sent and Delivered the recipients are not getting them. Also if I try to send group texts they do not get to all the people. I am on EE in the UK. Any help would be much appreciated. Hi, My Nokia 3.1 can't receive messages, where to I get the Message Center Number option coz apparently i have to reset and put in the correct one I've called my network service
provider and they tried to troubleshoot my device but nothing is working.Please assist Hello, I have a Nokia 6103e and been experiencing problems sending and receiving text messages. It worked fine for quite a while but since last week I couldn't send or receive any text messages. I have tried resetting several times and it didn't work. My network provider(MTN) has been trying to solve it and they advised me to register my device to the MTN HELPdesk. Please
help me fix this Hello, I have a Nokia 6.4.2 and been experiencing problems sending and receiving text messages. It worked fine for quite a while but since last week I couldn't send or receive any text messages. I have tried resetting several times and it didn't work. My network provider(MTN) has been trying to solve it and they advised me to register my device to the MTN HELPdesk. Please help me fix this Hi there, I have a Nokia 3.1.1, I recently discovered that

one of my text messages cannot be delivered. I tried various things to deliver it like sim switch, messages center reset, message center reset, data reset, etc but nothing work. I have also already tried the three SIM cards in my phone, the three sim card lock codes for my phone, SD card wipe, etc. I am really confuse now, any help will be highly appreciate. Thanks
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I have a nokia n1 plus 4g and currently have the Chinese version on it. I was wondering if there's a way to turn the chinese version of the phone into the global version of the phone, other than buying it and going through the process of converting the simcard, software, etc. Thanks Seeking code
for nokia 2310 in Germany. Can anyone help? I own my phone and had it converted from US to German but I don't remember the code that was on it. When the AT&T contract was up I transferred my service to Comtel, they promptly ported it. I have a nokia 6510 and I did manage to get the sim

card (and phonesign) unlocked. I can now make international calls as well. I dont know if it is possible to have the phone unlocked though. Could you please help me with the sim card code because I have lost it and I don't have the phone with me to search for it! Yes, I'm Dane. I need to unlock my
Nokia 533. I had an AT&T contract and transferred my service to Comtel, my SIM card was unlocked for international calls, I was therefore having a problem with a few messages being sent to my number, I sent them to message to dane@outlook.com and got an email back telling me that it
couldn't work, because it wasn't set up correctly. I was able to find the phone at a garage sale 2 years ago in Michigan, and I also have an original nokia 1208 SIM card. Is it possible to unlock with it? Hi, My Nokia 781c phone can't receive messages, where to I get the Message Center Number

option coz apparently i have to reset and put in the correct one I've called my network service provider and they tried to troubleshoot my device but nothing is working.Please assist 5ec8ef588b
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